Vaccination of MSI-H colorectal cancer patients with frameshift peptide antigens – a phase I/IIa clinical trial
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Background

Abstract #3020

Colorectal cancer is a heterogeneous tumor type. Whereas the majority of colorectal cancers show
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by the generation of defined MMR deficiency-induced antigens (frameshift peptides, FSP).

targets of CD8-positive T cell attack, whereas antigens presented by HLA class II

We here report the results of a phase I/IIa peptide vaccination trial (Micoryx, NCT01461148) that

antigens can be recognized by CD4-positive T cells.

evaluates FSP vaccination in patients with MSI-H colorectal cancer

Results

Methods
The Vaccine

Study Design

We developed a vaccine (Micoryx) to strengthen these immune responses and to potentially treat or
prevent the formation of MSI-H CRC.
For the Micoryx FSP vaccine, three coding microsatellite instability-derived FSP antigens were
selected (AIM2(-1), HT001(-1), TAF1B(-1)). These antigens are highly promising targets, because
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1. They are shared among the
majority of MSI-H CRC and other
MSI-H cancers, so that a
combination vaccine of these
three FSPs covers about 98.5%
of MSI-H CRCs,
2. they encompass long
immunogenic neo-antigen
peptide stretches, which allow
induction of immune responses
against multiple epitopes,
independent from the patients‘
HLA type,
3. the FSPs are directly derived
from functionally relevant driver
mutations, so immune escape by
loss of the antigens is unlikely.

clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT01461148
Study size: 22 patients
Inclusion criteria: History of MSI-H colorectal cancer, UICC
stage III or IV, after completion of standard chemotherapy
Study end points: Safety, immunological efficacy, clinical
response
• The Micoryx vaccine strongly induced T cell (mainly CD4-positive) and humoral immune
Vaccination scheme:

responses in all patients vaccinated per protocol
• No FSP antigen-associated severe adverse events have been observed.
• The majority of patients included were tumor-free and had history of MSI-H CRC (UICC stage
III).
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Conclusions
MSI-H CRC are highly
immunogenic tumors that
occur sporadically (15% of
CRC) or in the context of Lynch
syndrome.

Peptide ELISA

The immunogenicity of MSI-H
CRCs is associated with the
generation of mismatch
repair deficiency-induced
neopeptides (FSPs).

Preliminary evaluation of Micoryx
demonstrates that vaccination with
FSPs is safe and induces strong
humoral and cellular immune
responses in vaccinated patients

FSP vaccination holds high potential
as a novel adjuvant treatment option
in MSI-H colorectal cancer patients,
and for cancer prevention in Lynch
syndrome mutation carriers
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